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FOOTBALL   BASKETBALL   ATHLETICS   ENGINES   BASEBALL   TENNIS   SWIMMING   OTHER

OVATION  | Cancha UNDAFs lost 661.5 square meters   

Shrank the Morera 

 

The League said that go against the recommendation of FIFA is like going against the Bible "  

Antonio Alfaro  

analfaro@aldia.co.cr  

Seem just three meters on each side of the field, but it is no small thing: the grass Morera Soto is 661.5 

square feet smaller, and this is more than a basketball court (420 m).  

Players like Carlos Castro rojinegros regret it.  "We sacábamos benefit to the width of the stadium," he 

says, while the manager Rafael Solis argues that the new measures of the land are those recommended 

by FIFA: 105 meters long and 68 meters wide, at the expense of 105 m.  by 74.3 m.  I had the ground 

rojinegro.  

In fact, FIFA provides scope for international matches which can vary between 100 and 110 meters long 

and 64 and 75 meters wide.  Questioned on this, Solis said that the last book of FIFA stadiums, the new 

measure is mentioned as the ideal.  

"To go against what he says FIFA is like going against the Bible," said Solis, who threw hand the 

document said, citing its page 60: "You can play games in different fields and dimensions must comply 

with the minimum and maximum dimensions laid Rules of the Game issued by FIFA.  However, it 

strongly recommends that new stadiums have a pitch of 105 mx 68 m ".  

Although this is a recommendation, later said that "for all high-level matches, the pitch must have" that 

size, which is just Saprissa.  

"The Saprissa is long, but a little narrow," says Carlos Castro.  According to him, to come to rival that 

trap, there's nothing like a wide field.  Also warns that the League has fast players on the wings and 

attack those who favored the extent, but concludes that the team "will have no more to adapt to the 

new size."  
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